
Taking the Road Less Traveled

And that has made all the difference

John Maynard, Ph-D., CEAP
CEO, Employee Assistance Protessionals Asociation (EAPA)
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Mercer 201 l National Survey of
Employer Sponsored Health Plans

Company size <500 500+ 5000+

Provide Employee
Assistanc€ Program

27% 87% 93%

Alternative Modalities of Counseling

More organizations are implementing web-based
and video tools to assist individuals with issues that
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National Behavioral Consortium (NBC)
2012 survey of external EA vendors*

. 82EA vendors responded

. 30-35,000 customer organizations

. 60-70 million employees

. 145-160 million covered lives
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Client Organization Departments with
EAP Oversight Responsibility

Rating of Often (4) or Almo* Always (5)

Disabnity
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EAP Pricing Options
Capitated Fee A Cap Rate is typiclly defin€d as a fee applied to a particular
popuiation and time period. For example: $1.25 per employee per month.

Fee for Seruie Fee for Seruice is typiElly delined as a specific total price for
a set of EAP services for a given time period with a particular ilstomer.

Bundled or Embedded Fees for the EAP seryie are not seen by the end-user
astomer organization, as they are included in with the total @st for a l€rger
bundle ot seruices or products purchased by the dstomer - such as
insurance. ln this case. the insurer purchases the EAP and includes it in their
set of servies that they sell to other companies and organizations.
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Average Mix of Pricing Options
Across All EAP Contracts

CaDitated 71% 78%

Fee for Service 18% 13Yo

Bundled fFreel 11% 9%
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Gatekeeper Role for EAP

.Yes in 9% of contracts in total sample

.Range 0 to 100% of clients

.74"/o of vendors had zero clients with this role

.260/o had one or more clients with this role

- within those with Yes; it was about a third of mntracts
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Average Sessions Per "Case"

.Mean = 2.47

.Median = 2.36

.Range = 1.'15-4.68
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Continued Sessions with EAP Clients
(referral to self)

.Yes, allowed for all or most contracts = 55%

.Yes, allowed but only for a few contracts = 23%

.No, continuation not allowed = 17%
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Marketing & Operations Challenges
Raring ot High{4} d very HiBh {5) Level ot Difltutty
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Forecasting the Future of EAP
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Current & Future EA Trends

. Trends in EAP relationship with the
workplace

. Trends in EAP service delivery

. Trends in EAP relationship with affiliate
providers
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Trends in EAP relationship
with the workplace

. Evidence based critical incident response

. Threat assessment team participation

. EA integration/collaboration with wellness

. Focus on corporate cutture of health

. Focus on corporate culture of civility & trust

. Onsite. offsite, and online services

. Outcome evaluation; clear value proposition
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Trends in EAP service delivery

. Evidence based motivational interviewing & SBIRT

. Positive psychology

. Shift from depression treatment to depression
recovery

. Alternative delivery modalities (texting, chat)

. Persuasive Technology

. Videos, apps, gamification, etc.
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Trends in EAP relationship
with affiliate providers

. Evidence based assignment of cases to affiliates?

. lncreased reliance on core affiliates

, EA Specialist Certificate training
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Question.
lf trends are toward evidence based practice,
v,,here do we lcok fcr the evidence?

Answer:
Practice based research networks (PBRNS)

Examples:
. BIG Initiative
. Workplace Outcome Suite
. EAP Technology Systems "data warehouse"
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Five Top Needs of the EAP Field*

. Higher utilization rates

. Actionable and measurable outcomes

. Better coordination among partners

. Greater perceived value by purchasers

. Innovative services for future generations
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Where does EAP Belong?

wonolWork worto oifrea[hcare
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How well are we doing?
Prevalence in the workforce v. utilization in EAP
. MH problems that require help 30%

* EAP employee case utilization: 3.0%

. Rate of alcohol problems: 9%

- EA cases opened for alcohol. 0.14%
. Rate of drug problems: 8%

- EA cases opened for drug: 0.07%

. Rate of depression: 9%

- EA cases oDened for deoression: 0.65%

. Rate of anxiety: 11%

- EA cases opened for anxiety: 0.81%
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Where does EAP Belong?

EAPs are positioned most strongly
when they are part of the World of Work

World of Work
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EAP lnnovations
. ldentifying employees' behavioral problems or

concerns Daseo on JoD perTormance.

Appropriately using constructive intervention.

Awareness of outside helping resources and how
to connect employees to them.

Exoertise on handlinq alcohol (and other
substance) abuse inihe workflace.

Expert consulting on developing and using
company policy and procedures related to
behavioral issues-
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Essential EAP Functions

. Consultation and training for leadership

. Active promotion of services to employees & families

. Confidential assessment of concerns

. Construetive confrontation. motivation. & short-term
problem resolution

. Referral, monitoring, & follow-up

. Maintenance of relations with service providers

. Consultation to organizations regarding health
benefits

. Evaluation of individual and organizational outcomes
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Where does EAP Belong?

World of Service World of Knowledge
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Where does EAP Belong?

Employee Assisfance is positioned most
when it is paft of the World of Knowledge

World of?nowledge
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Future of Employee Assistance
. We are part of the World of Work. (g}
. We are knowledge professionals, not

serviceprofessionals m
. We are focused on helping workplaces and

their people achieve their highest potential.
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Who Are We?

EA professionals are the
behavioral experts in the workplace.

EA professionals are experts on
human behavior in the workplace.


